PRINT INSPECTION

EFFICIENCY INCREASE
QUALITY ASSURANCE
AUTOMATION

Our own-manufactured inspection system is capable of total print quality inspection and adjustments during actual printing cycle. The demand is constantly growing for total monitoring and documentation of the entire printing process during high quality flexible package printing. The new development of Varga-Flexo is offering a solution for this demand.

„Artificial intelligence also helps in software recognition of errors.“

„Own-developed system which can guarantee excellent value for money.“

ACCESSORIES

- With fix cameras: 100% print image display
- Panning camera: for enlarged print image
- Microscope camera: for extra magnification
- Print error detection during printing cycle
- Spectral measurement (Lab) during printing cycle
- Barcode, QR code inspection during printing cycle
- Automatic length and cross register adjustment
- Automatic compression force adjustment
- Print length (rapport) inspection during operation
- Report preparation for quality control

„Not enough to print quality. Quality must also be measured, monitored and guaranteed to customers.“